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Popular Journalism, Religious Morality, and the Canadian Imaginary: Queers and 
Immigrants as Threats to the Public Sphere 

 
Introduction: The Relationship Between Religion and Tolerating Diversity in 
Canada 

 
This paper makes the argument that in Canadian news media, the figure of the 

queer citizen and the figure of the immigrant function as symbols for the threat of change 
to an imagined national community and that religion is a key discursive vehicle for 
conveying that threat. Analyzing the discourse surrounding two recent events 
documented in English national press, I demonstrate how these transgressive figures are 
composed in a powerful and particular way through the vignettes of journalistic practice. 
The first is the October 2011 suicide of Ottawa resident Jamie Hubley, a gay 15–year–old 
who took his own life after blogging publicly about his struggles with homophobic 
bullying from his Catholic school peers. The second is the 2012 trial concerning a 
Muslim family of Afghani immigrants to Montreal in which the father, second wife, and 
son were convicted of first–degree murder for the “honour killings” of the first wife and 
three teenage daughters in 2009. I examine an emerging discursive framework, 
characteristic of reporting about several recent tragedies involving suicidal gay youth and 
“oppressed brown women,” which, rather than decrying difference wholesale, 
disingenuously evokes a commitment to tolerance without occasioning a substantial 
interrogation of what is really being tolerated, and why. 

At first blush, it appears these two tragedies could not be more different.1 The first 
case, Hubley’s suicide, shows how Canadian society needs to go further than the concept 
of tolerance in order to accept and expect non–heterosexual identities and relationships; it 
points out where the limits of inclusion need to be pushed. The second case, though, 
makes the opposite point. The Shafia case illustrates that the boundaries of acceptability 
must be drawn clearly to exclude vigilantism and misogyny, whether motivated by 
religious values or not. Moreover, it should prompt reflection on the fact that what is 
called honour–related violence is not unrelated to what is called domestic violence, or to 
other forms of gender–based violence. 

Despite these differences, there are some important similarities in media coverage 
and public reaction between the Hubley and Shafia cases and there is value in exploring 
them alongside one another. Doing so enables us to see how differently the category of 
religion is constructed when it is attached to a white, queer, Catholic Canadian boy 
compared to a racialized, polygamous, immigrant family of Muslim men, women, and 
girls. More broadly, it also illuminates what kinds of difference are and are not acceptable 
in Canadian society, and at the same time, highlights that the media need to do a better 
job of reporting on the ordinary lives of minorities, including religious, racial, ethnic, 
sexual, and gender minorities—especially when those ordinary lives involve denouncing 
stereotypes and speaking up for their own prosocial values. 

But it is also important to acknowledge that this kind of reporting is not 
completely absent from the press. For example, near the middle of the Shafia trial 
(December 9, 2011) the Canadian Press ran a story entitled “Shafia Honour Killing 
Prompts Canada Muslim Clerics To Band Together In Denouncing Them.” Quoting a 
Calgarian Imam who was using his sermons to reinforce an Islamic message of gender 
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equality amidst the media buzz around Islam and honour killing, this piece aimed to show 
that traditional Islamic values can fit into Canadian society. And just days before Jamie 
Hubley’s death (October 7, 2011), the Globe and Mail ran a piece by Melissa Carroll 
headlined “Mental Illness? Yes, But Also Homophobia,” in which the writer indicted the 
media for “habitually avoid[ing] the relationship between youth suicide and queer 
sexuality”—an omission she called “glaring, given that studies have overwhelmingly 
cited lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer (LGBTQ) youth as one of the most at-
risk groups for suicide (with a 32–per–cent rate of attempt, compared with the cited 7 per 
cent for heterosexual teens).” The line of thinking I will develop here is therefore not that 
any reasoned treatment of these issues is missing entirely in the media, or even that the 
more sensational coverage represents a departure from conventional journalistic 
etiquette—after all, it is the nature of the press to report on the extraordinary—but rather 
that analyzing the coverage of the Hubley suicide and the Shafia murders suggests that 
the media should take cases such as these as an opportunity to explore the deeper 
questions they raise. 

 
Canadian Values and Canadian Fears 

 
I begin by opening a discussion of how certain values around sexuality, religion, 

and race came to be dominant in Canada. Throughout this discussion, I focus on 
similarities and differences in how the concept of religion functions in constructing the 
queer and the immigrant as threats to those values. 

It is interesting to consider that opposition to homosexual2 identities and practices 
has been almost entirely religious in nature (Goldie 2001)—religion being defined for my 
purposes here by popular usage of the designation and the consequences of so–called 
religious phenomena on day–to–day life.3 Moreover, the subtler form of discomfort that 
reigns in Canada—what could be called “tolerant antipathy”—has been discursively 
ordered through the normative framework of a hegemonically Christian majority culture. 
In other words, while shallow or hypocritical rhetoric around “tolerance” is far from 
citing biblical prohibitions against homosexuality, it is nonetheless informed by the 
Christian values on which Canadian society was built, and one of those values is the 
ascendancy of heterosexuality. Conversely, in the case of “undesirable” immigrants 
(often assumed to be non–white, and, ironically, often perceived to be homophobic and 
misogynistic), opposition is often framed by the supposed incompatibility of their 
religious values (usually Islamic) with Canadian mores like gender equality and tolerance 
for sexual diversity (Thobani 2007, 222).  

While queer people and racialized or religious–minority immigrants are seen to be 
concerned with different identity politics, the figure of the immigrant and the figure of 
the queer are nonetheless linked by association with concepts of tolerance and 
difference—or more often, the friendlier–sounding “diversity.” The problem of diversity 
they present needs to be met, goes conventional thinking, with the solution of cultivating 
and setting limits to tolerance. In pointing out that these figures are categorically linked 
in the public imagination around Canadian national identity, I want to emphasize how 
this imagined national identity is deeply informed by Anglo Protestant values inherited 
from white European settlers who began the ongoing colonization of these lands. In the 
cultural context that dominates Canada, newsmakers can moralize about the significance 
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of the queer and the immigrant vis–à–vis Canadian culture and values without ever 
having to acknowledge the specific histories of those values and cultural practices. 
“Canadian culture” and “Canadian values” appear ahistorical, never named as religious or 
Western European in origin.  

The myth of a tolerance– and equality–loving Canada maintains a great deal of 
traction. Identifying with it allows people to define their views as always already not 
racist, not Islamophobic, not homophobic—in short, not oppressive—because they flow 
from an identity that is, by definition, tolerant of these kinds of diversity. Citizens who 
identify with the image of the equality– and tolerance–loving Canadian might not 
experience themselves as fearing sexual, religious, and cultural “others” at all, but the 
work of scholars like Sherene Razack, Sunera Thobani, Terrie Goldie, Gary Kinsmen, 
and many others chronicles long histories of discipline and punishment for ethnicized and 
racialized foreigners as well as queers of all stripes. Kinsmen considers, for instance, just 
“how much the Canadian state has done to oppress sexual diversity through treating 
homosexuals as prima facie risks to national security” (Goldie 2001, 5) and flatly asserts 
that “Canadian state formation has been an anti–queer project, a project of heterosexual 
hegemony in association with class, gender, race, national, linguistic, and other forms of 
hegemony” (Kinsmen 2001, 210). In Casting Out: The Eviction of Muslims from Western 
Law and Politics, Razack (2008) observes that "the eternal triangle of the imperilled 
Muslim woman, the 'dangerous' Muslim man, and the civilized European is fully in 
evidence” in Canadian “minority rights” debates (146). In particular, she notes the odd 
alliance of “Canadian feminist and state responses to the prospect of the introduction of 
Sharia law as an option for Muslims settling disputes in family law” (146). 

Among the fears plaguing the figures of the immigrant and of the queer are 
certain kinds of economic ones, in particular. For immigrants, this fear has to do with the 
idea of the foreigner taking resources that don’t properly belong to them. Avvy Go 
(2011) notes that, at a time when Canada was actively bringing in white European 
immigrants to settle the prairies, it was also discouraging Black, Chinese, Indian, and 
other immigrants of colour from entering the country through strategies as flimsy and 
diverse as astronomically expensive head taxes (the Chinese head tax of $500 in 1904 
equaled the worth of two houses) and paternalistic statements about the unsuitability of 
Black immigrants to Canada on the basis of climate—a way of saying that racialized 
bodies were unwelcome, but it was for their own "benefit." Go also reminds us that in the 
history of this nation, many Chinese and other minority immigrants took the Canadian 
government to court repeatedly. Today, they continue to do so as Immigration Minister 
Jason Kenney pursues the right of his office to make moral objections to immigration, 
largely through restrictions on the “family class” under the pretense of protecting against 
the traffic in women—the criminalization of which often only works against the victims 
(Go 2011). 

The moral contagion of queerness similarly expands its radius of effect when 
queers make legal claims. Any recognition of their place within a public sphere also 
acknowledges deeper changes at play within that public sphere. Despite Trudeau’s 
famous dictum that “there’s no place for the state in the bedrooms of the nation,” sexual 
deviance is easily mutated from something construed as a private, isolated threat into 
public threat. Wrongheaded as it may be, this larger view of sexuality at least points up 
the fact that sex, like religion, is never merely private. 
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There is also tremendous resentment for “equal opportunity”–style advantages 
offered to minority populations, including sexual minorities. This attitude is illustrated 
and extended in a 2011 National Post article written apropos of the approaching “holiday 
season” by Rex Murphy, which is entitled “What the Tolerant Must Tolerate.” (At least at 
the time of access in 2012, this article showed up under a list of related topics when 
visiting many of the National Post reports on the Shafia trial). Murphy complains that “at 
a time when all progressives preach full volume for inclusivity and sensitivity, for the 
utmost care in speech when speaking of others with differing views or hues, Christians, 
as Christians, are under a constant hail of abuse and disregard.” He supports the claim 
with an example of a sacred fire lit in the name of “Native spirituality” in one arm of the 
Occupy Movement, which occupiers did not wish to be extinguished by firefighters. Yet, 
he says, forgetting that the 99%4 is not led by a centralized authority, another branch of 
those same occupiers defaced St. Paul’s Cathedral in London, England without raising an 
outcry from the public. Here, one fire stands in for the ludicrous lengths to which the 
majority of Canadians must go in order to avoid upsetting the non–Christians, whose 
religio–cultural practices, values, institutions, and other lifeways apparently now enjoy 
equal if not more value than others on this ahistorical playing field.  

Beyond concerns over minority claims affecting the security of economic and 
social resources, there are also fears about their influence on the moral security of the 
nation’s youth. The question of what is really morally acceptable can often be tested by 
asking whether it is okay to expose children to it. This test works on the assumption that 
kids are liable to get confused, taken advantage of, and morally disoriented (Ingebretsen 
2005, 227). It applies differently to the person of the queer versus the person of the 
immigrant because sexuality in its most directly threatening way, works individually. So 
it goes in the worries of some Canadian Catholics who have “threatened to pull thousands 
of students from [publicly funded Catholic school] classrooms over concerns 
homosexuality was being taught in school” (Hammer 2011) and in caricatures of the 
homosexual as pedophile—usually masquerading as a priest—who is bent on recruiting 
and is capable of corrupting to the moral core (Ingebretson 2005). 

Sex plays a key role in both sets of debate about immigrants and about queers. 
When queers have been associated with alien values (or lack thereof) capable of 
degrading the moral fabric of the nation, it is a minority of religious conservatives who 
speak out in the name of Christianity at large against this “intrinsically disordered” (qtd. 
in Reidel 2009, 277) state. For immigrants, however, the perceived threat of foreign 
bodies comes primarily not just from contact with one but rather from the transformative 
force they represent as a whole. And especially in the case of so–called honour–related 
violence, the majority of objections are supplied by a strange alliance of (certain) 
feminists and cultural conservatives, joined in opposition against an assumed “Islam.” As 
demonstrated by the articles covering the Shafia murder trial, concepts of territory, 
borders, sovereignty, nationhood, popular will, culture, race, and religion may all be 
simultaneously called to mind. 

Common now for the forms of difference represented by both immigrants and 
queers are professions of tolerance underlain with moral suspicion—a taint that is, 
arguably, inevitable because the concept of tolerance itself is problematic. To tolerate a 
person or practice implies that there is something wrong with them that the tolerant are 
polite enough to endure, but which does not deserve to be accepted or expected. 
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Scandal, News, and the Symbolic Body of the State 
 

I have made the point that Canadian antipathies toward immigration and toward 
queerness (in state–sanctioned forms and as a general part of public morality) are 
formulated along similar lines—specifically, with reference to contested sources of 
religious morality—and that journalism supplies a significant part of the larger discursive 
formations of which they are a part. It is of vital importance to distinguish that “religion” 
according to journalism is far from the same thing as the actual variety of existing 
religious opinion; this is religion manipulated into neat containers, whose meanings are 
largely portrayed as uniform and self–evident. 

In a seminal 1983 treatise on nationalism Imagined Communities, Benedict 
Anderson explored the historical role and continued importance of news media in the 
construction of a national imaginary. Communications technologies have certainly 
changed a great deal since then, but in spite of a sustained death knell, the newspaper 
continues to offer a significant forum for public discussions. Scholars of Canadian media 
maintain that journalism remains “arguably the most important form of public knowledge 
in contemporary society” (Hackett and Zhao 1998, 1). In mainstream news, these 
discussions tend toward consolidating and amplifying the perspectives of the politically 
dominant. Elite control of the medium creates an impression of a shared national past, 
present and future whose interests have always been synonymous with its own. When it 
comes to the manufacture of familiar fears around the queer and the immigrant, we can 
now observe a sophisticated shift in what is being reported in the mainstream news media 
and in how that content is being reported. 

In an era of mounting “political correctness” and its subsequent backlashes, the 
emerging reporting style I purport to examine here does not characterize all contemporary 
reporting, but it does signal a shift in the dominant idiom through which queers and 
immigrants are discussed. Formerly, much journalism on these topics relied on a mode of 
“neutrality” akin to the American version described by Janet Jakobsen and Ann Pellegrini 
in the evocatively titled Love the Sin (2005). In this mode, the morally transgressive 
figure who offended majority “Christian values” was offered up as the legitimate 
recipient of either judgmental toleration or open hostility, according to the sanctity of 
personal opinion. Now, a growing convention in mainstream news media is to adopt a 
sentimental tone in reporting about those who are seen as unwilling martyrs for their 
still–controversial identities; the suicidal gay body and the oppressed brown female body. 
Yet, for all the compassion evoked by this reporting, much of it still operates through the 
unsympathetic genre of scandal and reaffirms, I argue, a national identity of tolerance and 
equality while obscuring the Christian theological perspectives from which these 
“common” values were derived. 

The reconstituted “alternative” pasts offered by Canadian scholars of racial and 
sexual politics evidence a sustained panic about the changing appearance, culture, and 
moral character of the national imaginary that periodically condenses and reformulates 
itself around emergent circumstances. I argue that the deaths of Hubley and the Shafia 
women are examples of such flashpoints. In them, new affective modes of media 
engagement with issues around homosexuality and immigration have also become 
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apparent. Their news coverage demonstrates a rhetorical shift from opposition against an 
identity and associated practices to sympathy and moral outrage aligned with those who 
are victimized in some way by the expression of this identity. 

In a typical photo caption like this one from a CBC News article on October 18, 
2011, Hubley is eulogized as the gay youth dead due to the frictive encounter of his 
gayness with normal society: “Jamie Hubley, 15, commit[ted] suicide Saturday after 
battling depression and being bullied over the fact he was the only openly gay teenager 
at his west Ottawa high school” (“Gay Ottawa Teen who Killed Himself was Bullied”). 
The Shafia women, mostly represented by the photogenic eldest sister, are pitied in most 
headlines for being destroyed by the familial tensions inherent to polygamy as well as the 
unsuitability of foreign values in the Canadian context. A November 10, 2011 Globe and 
Mail article led with the title: “Sisters in 'honour killings' trial were 'like political 
prisoners,’ relative says.” Another from November 29, 2011 was entitled “Murder 
suspect’s polygamy put family at risk of deportation, court told” (Appleby). This 
discursive framework does not moralize about the victims’ complicity in dangerous ways 
of life, and, in fact, points the blame instead at isolated groups of antagonists. What this 
does is give the impression of a larger Canadian society that is protective of its vulnerable 
members, and quick to condemn injustice. In other words, it ignores systemic and 
historical power relations that shape the form these antagonisms take, and it disavows 
them as examples of mass phenomena. To rally behind the media angle in these cases, all 
the audience has to do is (rightly) agree that it is tragic when people are emotionally 
tortured and their lives are cut short due to discrimination and inequality. In the Hubley 
case, audiences are not required to think about the social construction of sex, gender, and 
sexuality and how these naturalized markers are brutally, if often covertly, policed. 
Neither are they invited to think about Canada’s track record for identifying and 
responding to gender–based and domestic violence as they reflect on the Shafia case, nor 
to place, as Purna Sen (2005) and others have suggested, honour–related violence on the 
continuum of violent forms spanning time and place (61). 

Popular media has worked around these two tragedies simultaneously to reflect 
certain existing opinions of the public, with its appetite for “the tolerant Canadian” 
narrative, and also to carefully construct those opinions in relation to the fears, needs, and 
beliefs of the phantom Canadian “us.” 5 Ultimately, of course, there is no one arbiter of 
the national imaginary. It stands to reason that mainstream journalism reflects dominant 
opinion more than independent journalism does, but nonetheless cannot be taken as 
isomorphic with it. Mainstream journalism is merely one influential mode of public 
conversation and, for the purposes of this case study, my analysis is limited to it. My 
proposition is that this journalism, while not expected to be perfectly unbiased, operates 
through the genre of scandal. It sensationalizes historically demonized identities through 
tragic narratives of victimhood and trauma. Pretending to be sympathetic, tolerant, and 
progressive, this reporting is revealed as hypocritical when it fails to connect with 
existing critical discourses that paint a much bigger picture about what it means to be an 
immigrant Muslim woman or a non–heterosexual youth. 

Edward Ingebretsen (2005) describes scandal as a narrative construction that 
operates through anticipatory assent borne of repetition—interestingly, a hallmark of 
religious preaching—and organized by careful ideological framing (222). Scandal is 
animated in part by the constancy of core narratives through changing cultural formations 
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over space and time (Ingebretsen 2005, 228). Stories anchored in xenophobic fear of the 
outsider and in the corrupting power of sexual perversion fit this description, being as old 
as oral tradition itself. Their protagonists are what Ingebretsen (2001) calls the 
“monsters” who play in horror films and also now pass as the legitimate and favoured 
subjects of mainstream journalism. 

The symbolic body of the state (sometimes surrogated by the hyper–vulnerable 
symbolic body of the child) is protected from corruption from monstrous figures by the 
barrier of scandal (Ingebretsen 2005, 226–27). This format justifies the transmission of 
obscene information as necessary for public safety. According to Ingebretsen, the 
moralizing exposé often centres around sexual misconduct (whether homosexual 
deviance or perverse religious control over female sexuality), the media treatment of 
which is less a private documentary than a mode of public discipline. Even the most 
passing familiarity with Western pop culture would contain the impression that it is 
permissible to visualize (hetero)sex for entertainment and that it is constantly used as an 
implicit frame (224). But to talk directly about sex/uality in a frank way requires that it be 
sterilized by either medical discourse or by the “need to know” demands of the public 
interest.  

 
Unfreedom, Parasitism, and Sexual Perversion: Immigrant Motifs in Canadian 

Journalism 
 

In a November 18, 2011 lecture on “Race and Gender in Canada's Immigration 
Policy” legal scholar Avvy Go noted that there is a Goffman–esque “strong discourse” 
about the figure of the immigrant as seeking to infiltrate the country and deplete 
Canadian resources. Whether the immigrant is supposed to migrate further away with 
those resources or is just so different from “real” Canadians that the resources consumed 
will fail to trickle back into society often remains unclear. A well–worn parallel discourse 
portrays the immigrant (invariably imagined as a person of colour in order to distinguish 
from the European, who merely “travels”) as the importer of dangerous cultural 
practices—especially a perverse, religiously sanctioned sexual ethics (Kausar, Hussain 
and Idriss 2011, 96).  

In the Shafia case, observers who are roused to hostility toward the father 
Mohammad Shafia (less reporting has focused on his son Hamed and even less on his 
remaining wife Tooba Yahya) are able to do so in the name of women’s rights. There 
certainly ought to be feminist outrage about these crimes. But in this case the clear 
recourse to women’s rights might also cover over other motivations. A typical news item 
repeats a version of the story that the teenage girls “confided in school and child 
protection authorities,” whose culpability has been largely unassessed, that they were 
being “pressured to wear a hijab” and were being “shunned at home” (“‘Suicidal’ Shafia 
Daughter Described by School Official” 2011) because they “took boyfriends and 
dressed in revealing clothes” (Tripp 2011). In addition to making the ethical choice to 
actively oppose gender–based violence, concerned audiences can decry practices 
associated with that great, amorphous, and conflated set of elements comprising the many 
forms of Islam, cultural formations of “the Arab–Muslim world,” and the vast, shifting 
geographical territories onto which Western mis/conceptions of these things map.  
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Outside of such a case, women as the bearers (instead of the victims) of Islam 
would function very differently; as representatives, not just casualties, of “backwards” 
religio–cultural practice. For instance, when Immigration Minister Jason Kenney 
announced on December 12, 2011 that women wearing a burka or niqab would no longer 
be allowed to participate in Canadian citizenship ceremonies (Blizzard 2011), he spoke in 
a televised interview with the Toronto Sun both of “increasingly common” concerns over 
security and fraud posed by covered women and of the “bizarre” notion of “hiding” 
oneself in public, especially when the requirement affects only women.6 

Pretending that a variety of dressing practices are a new threat to a country firmly 
established upon equality, Kenney concluded that “we’re not going to treat people 
differently. If you don’t like it, if you feel uncomfortable, then maybe you chose the 
wrong country in the first place.” The Minister was also quick to misinform viewers, 
stating that “this is not a question of religious freedom” because “as one of our 
citizenship judges of Middle Eastern origin told me, Muslim women are required to show 
their faces on the Hajj” (emphasis mine). The Hajj is, as Kenney acknowledges, a 
religious pilgrimage made by some Muslims, which means its contextual requirements, 
and not the Immigration Minister’s, are consonant with some Islamic religio–cultural 
worldviews. Throughout the rest of the conversation with conservative pundit Ezra 
Levant, Kenney remained unclear as to whether or not veiling practices are actually 
misogynistic—since they might actually also conceal men!—as well as to whether the 
practice is something that some Muslim women do or if it is merely a cultural practice of 
certain Middle Eastern “tribes.” Yet the Minister spoke confidently for “Canadians” 
when he said that the “usual critics”—“lefties,” “liberals,” and the “more radical Muslim 
groups in Canada”—have called his decision “bigoted,” but that the rest of the country 
had been quiet (read: contented) about the new regulation. 

Given that prosecutors in the Shafia case worked to establish guilt in part by the 
father’s illiberal attitudes toward women’s dress, it will be interesting to see how 
Kenney’s statements might affect further reporting on the convicted Shafias’ appeal 
process. Letters connecting the veiling ban to the Shafia case have already been 
published. For instance, National Post reader Mary McKim (2011) writes: “I applaud 
Immigration Minister Jason Kenney's decision with respect to face covering. Anyone 
who protests that a woman's ‘freedom of choice’ is being violated shows dire ignorance 
of the restrictions such women live with. Surely details revealed daily in the horrifying 
Shafia murder trial illustrate these societal restrictions on the freedoms of young Muslim 
women.” 

One National Post article by Christie Blatchford (2011), a journalist who provided 
frequent coverage of the trial, opens with a tone similar to Kenney’s: “As usual, it's the 
colloquial that captures it best, in this case what the witness in the stand once described 
as ‘the crude Arabic expression that a man's honour lies between the legs of a woman.’” 
“In some cultures,” Blatchford educates her audience, “women are considered the 
property of men.” Continuing as if similar attitudes were not also prevalent in her culture, 
Blatchford implies that the practice is uniform and constant among what we can only 
assume are Arabic speaking “cultures.” “Men,” generalizes Blatchford, “are responsible 
for controlling [women’s] behaviour, particularly their sexuality; a woman even 
perceived to be out of control reflects on the man's honour.” 
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Blatchford and numerous other journalists have repeatedly framed the story of the 
Shafia women, Rona Amir Mohammad, the first wife of Mohammad Shafia’s “sprawling 
Afghan family” along with his daughters Zainab, Sahar and Geeti, as a desperate struggle 
“for more freedom” (Blatchford 2011). This narrative is not incorrect in the sense that the 
Shafia daughters clearly sought a number of activities, such as romantic relationships, 
that were denied to them. I want to be clear in my condemnation of the misogyny that 
dominated their lives and motivated their murders. I only want to point out that the 
narrative is based on a specifically Western conception of what freedom means. The 
Shafia daughters’ teachers have testified that the girls “feared for their lives” and that the 
youngest “had repeatedly asked teachers and child protection authorities to remove her 
from her family home, complaining of verbal, emotional and physical abuse” (“Shafia 
Girls Wanted to Run Away, Teacher Testifies” 2011). It is pertinent to listen to the 
language used by the Shafia women themselves and realize that desire for (and right to) 
physical and emotional security is not the same thing as a desire to be “free” from a 
culture or religion. Working with Egyptian women in the Islamic piety movement, Saba 
Mahmood (2006) has extensively articulated the point that self–actualization, especially 
for some non–Western/ized women, may actually inhere in fulfilling social and religious 
roles. Reinterpreting value formation in such a relational context evidently remains 
deeply challenging for liberal traditions, which prioritize the supposedly “universal” 
value of freedom construed in a more atomistic than interdependent way. 

It appears the media want to vindicate the Shafia women as women and as 
individuals. Not as immigrants and not as Muslims, but as individual women who had the 
ideologies associated with a cultural and religious identity supportive of “honour 
killings” forced onto them—and who resisted. Certainly not as foreigners whose presence 
here was implicated in “the phenomenon of ‘honour killings’ imported to Canada from 
abroad” (DiManno and Chung 2012).  Of course, given the tragic event of their murder, 
this character painting has gone on absent the voices of Rona, Zainab, Sahar and Geeti to 
complexify the resulting portraits. Rhetoric around the trial and the jury’s decision even 
suggests that these women could not have made their voices heard when they were alive; 
that they were either silenced under the domination of their family, or else dependent 
upon the voicebox of state authority. According to the reporters who broke the story for 
the Toronto Star on the day following the conclusion of the trial, “lead investigator Det. 
Sgt. Chris Scott praised the Crown lawyers for allowing the four victims to finally be 
heard. ‘They gave these victims a voice when they had none and I appreciate their work’” 
(DiManno and Chung 2012). 

The version of events given to Canadian audiences by national news media 
circumscribes the list of issues raised by the Shafia trial, and structures the remaining 
issues as ideological evidence that could be used in support of Conservative Party bids to 
“shut down” the borders (Christoff 2011) and of denying accommodations for the 
religio–cultural practices of immigrant populations, such as the wearing of a hijab, niqab, 
or burka. Moreover, these news stories do not connect what the Canadian Citizenship 
Guide abhors as “barbaric cultural practices that tolerate … ‘honour killings’” (Ambrose 
2011) with a widespread Orientalist and Islamophobic mindset that long predates the 
events of 9/11. Their language and conceptual framing discourages readers from 
considering Canada’s history as a settler nation that has made a “multicultural” virtue out 
of a diverse necessity, pointing only toward conclusions about immigrants’ failure to 
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properly assimilate and exonerating the failures of teachers, social services, and Canadian 
multicultural policy. 
 

Predation, Instability, and Moral Deviance: Queer Motifs in Canadian Journalism 
 
It is impossible here to give a full cultural history of the way prevailing attitudes 

about non–heterosexuality have changed incrementally between landmark events and 
eras like the Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1968–69 repealing Canada’s “sodomy” laws 
(Smith 1999), the New York Stonewall riots of 1969, the removal of homosexuality as a 
disorder from the American Psychological Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual in 1973, the rise of HIV/AIDS activism in the 1980s, the 2005 legalization of 
same–sex marriage in Canada through the narrow (158–133) passage of Bill C–38, and 
the 123–175 defeat of Prime Minister Harper’s 2006 motion to reopen the marriage 
equality debate with a view to “defending” the old definition of marriage (Canadians for 
Equal Marriage 2006). In the wake of some of the biggest legal debates around 
homosexuality having been settled in favour of equality, the dominant sensibility of 
present–day Canada can still be described in similar terms to what Karen Lebacqz (2005) 
has said about the American neighbours from whom we so often borrow: as a nation in 
which “heterosexism has been conventionally and pervasively adopted by much of [the] 
culture and is certainly the major public self–articulation of  [national] ‘sexual morality’” 
(164). 

In the mainstream press surrounding the suicide of Jamie Hubley, it is plain to see 
that what used to be a de rigueur opposition to homosexuality has changed into a popular 
willingness to condemn overt homophobia—especially when it affects young white 
boys.7 In this particular case, coverage was also coloured by the fact that Hubley was the 
son of a prominent politician who was not afraid to openly talk about his son’s sexuality 
or to draw attention to his death by using the word suicide. Regardless, the self–satisfied 
tone of such reporting and of its popular response is coupled with a disregard of subtler 
and systemic forms of oppression of gays, lesbians, and other non–heterosexuals who 
cannot be easily referred to with this either/or labelling with which public discourse is 
just getting comfortable. It ignores the ways in which these oppressions are intimately 
linked with a wider media culture of misogynistic commodification of women’s bodies as 
well as the glorification of hyperfemininities and –masculinities, all of which is 
maintained by pathologizing, marginalizing, or otherwise restricting the gender and 
sexual variance denoted by the rest of the GLBTTQQI28 “alphabet soup.”  

In attention paid to the deceased Hubley, public voices seemed to be united in 
calling the situation tragic. Some even recognized the problem of homophobic bullying in 
particular. Building on the notoriety of the “It Gets Better” campaign, Conservative MPs 
and staff members posted a video to YouTube in honour of Hubley, and Foreign Affairs 
Minister John Baird made a statement in the House of Commons that “bullying, 
homophobia, intolerance and incivility have no place in our schools. It underlies the real 
challenge of depression and mental health, especially among young people” (The Globe 
and Mail, October 20, 2011). But many focused on this challenge of depression and 
mental health to the extent that they seemed to be individualizing the problems of suicide, 
depression, and self–harm onto the psyches of youth and their bullies as opposed to 
taking a sober look at the way prejudice works in society at large. Instead of exploring 
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the cultural roots of homophobia and heterosexism, many schools and newsmakers have 
responded to the apparent rise of youth bullying and suicide by targeting bullying and 
depression as individual maladjustments. 

A National Post article from October 18, 2011 reveals that a statement had 
“confirmed [Hubley] had been struggling with depression and had also been the victim of 
cruel taunts at A.Y. Jackson High School because of his sexuality,” (Pearson) as though 
Hubley’s depression was somehow separate from and prior to his experience of being 
bullied. It continues, saying that affected communities “have [been] forced … to design 
better strategies to address the issue [of teen suicide], including identifying signs of 
depression earlier and removing the stigma surrounding mental health issues,” and that 
schools have vowed to crack down on bullies. While these strategies represent important 
changes in the dominant model of health and wellness, when seen in light of the recent 
spate of queer youth suicides across the country, they are built on the assumption that 
suicide equals mental illness—as though experiencing emotional and physical violence 
could only drive a person to suicide if they were already “fragile.” And in the case of a 
gay boy, the notion of fragility is already bound up with negative stereotypes about the 
other supposedly “feminine” qualities that come with the desire for men, making it a 
small conceptual leap to arrive at the idea that gayness itself is a marker of mental 
instability. Like a justice system that punishes offenders without looking at the way the 
society itself is criminal, the press began talking loudly about the “mental illness” of 
individuals, instead of talking about the way the psychic life of the society is disordered. 
These shortsighted conversations are meant to placate and divert attention from these 
larger issues. 

For Catholic schools like the one Hubley belonged to, they may also be a way to 
avoid facing the fact that a religious climate of “hate the sin love the sinner” stands in the 
way of systemic and cultural change. There is no mention of this point in the National 
Post article, nor in a CBC story that briefly describes Hubley’s “Rainbow Club, a gay–
straight alliance” of which he was the only queer member, since “there were no other 
openly gay teenagers at that school” (“Gay Ottawa Teen who Killed Himself was 
Bullied” 2011). National Post contributor Matthew Pearson (2011) includes the fact that 
Hubley’s school was part of the Catholic School Board, but neglects to comment on the 
history of that Board defending its choice to oppose homosexuality on religious grounds, 
banning students from forming gay–straight alliances (Hammer 2011), and refusing to 
participate in the first national climate survey on homophobia in schools by Egale 
National Human Rights Trust (Taylor and Peter 2009). Pearson (2011) frames Catholic 
school staff as unwavering supporters of queer students, readily meting out justice to 
bullies, but he leaves unanswered the question of how schools can truly address a 
problem like gay youth suicide without addressing their stance on homosexuality as a sin.  

Pearson quotes Catholic board superintendent Tom D’Amico who affirmed that 
“any educator in our school system must respond if they hear a homophobic comment. 
It’s no longer acceptable to walk down a hallway and hear a homophobic comment and, 
as an educator, walk by as if you never heard it.” This comment ignores the fact that it is 
not only direct hate speech that hurts queer youth. Pearson goes on to report that 
“frustrated” teachers “expressed their sense of loss” and “a real sense that they did 
everything they could for Jamie.” Finally, the reporter absolves the adults of 
responsibility for the youth’s death by suggesting that his psychological needs 
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outstripped normal human ability: teachers did all they could, “but was it enough for 
Jamie?” And thus, the issue at hand is swiftly transformed from one of a majority culture 
of queerphobia that reproduces heterosexist values in its structures to one of generalized 
bullying in which the suicidal gay body is written off—by these journalists, but at least 
perhaps not by the teachers—as unsaveable. 

What is missing from most journalistic laments over Hubley’s death is a real 
concerted effort at undermining the attitudes and structures that enable queerphobic 
bullying. Bullying itself is not the same as queerphobia and there is a growing literature 
that questions the appropriateness of the term “bullying” for certain forms of violence at 
all. Schools and other public institutions owe attention not just to suffering individuals, 
but to issues of systemic inequality; the erasure of queerness from mainstream (hi)stories; 
resistance to evolving language to talk beyond sex/uality and gender binaries; and the 
persistence of slurs based on deviance from these binaries. 
 

Conclusion 
 

For those who live ricocheting off the shifting boundaries of social convention, it 
may be well apparent that the concern evinced by mainstream Canadian national news 
media is, in fact, inconsistent with responses to the plight of many who experience the 
overlapping oppressions that Patricia Hill Collins (1990) has called “the matrix of 
domination.”  

Today, prejudice mostly survives not as overt, easily named discrimination, but as 
apparently minor systemic inequalities whose privileging of whiteness and 
heterosexuality is only apparent in the aggregate. In the media surrounding the Shafia and 
Hubley deaths, homophobia, racism, xenophobia, and Islamophobia persist, but perhaps 
subtly, in stories of social alienation, cultural marginalization, and of burdensome 
accommodation. The conceptual taint of association made between the victims and these 
negative discourses is obscured in this supposedly progressive reporting by the way it 
emphasizes concern for the lost individuals. These few, who have been made 
recognizable among a sea of unnoticed trauma, only appear to us as special cases through 
the operation of a background script of neoliberal individualism.  

Daily reporting on the changing composition of Canadian society, ushering with it 
new rights, roles, and responsibilities, purports both to give voice to public opinion and 
also to inform it. Much of this writing divides public discussion in two coarsely defined 
sides opposed to each other in their preferred techniques for managing diversity. We have 
therefore to ask what it means to make exclusive claims about “Canadians” in a recent 
settler colony comprised of an Anglo–Christian majority; hundreds of First Nations; 
numerous religious and racial minorities; and the Québecois nation–within–a–nation 
defined by a unique history of culture, French language, and Catholic religion. When 
sexuality, race, and religion are continually taken as the natural bases for debating public 
issues including decisions about who falls under the aegis of Canadian identity and its 
attendant civil rights, a popular exhortation like “Canada must take care of its own” needs 
to be decoded by asking questions like: whose migration is portrayed as “immigration” 
and whose as “travel”?; who is expected to assimilate to whose norms?; and how can gay 
rights and women’s rights be simultaneously threatened by pressures from immigrant 
populations and also threatening to “ordinary” Canadian people? These issues can be 
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unpacked through case studies like the ones treated here, which tell us more when they 
are analyzed together than when they are analyzed separately. 

The Hubley and Shafia cases are especially rich ones because of the way they 
encapsulate a number of fears, both disguised and explicit, around gender, sex, and 
sexuality, as well as race, ethnicity, culture, Indigeneity, sovereignty, moral security, 
resource security, and national identity. Connecting them in this study points up how hard 
it is to think about these multiple subject positions at the same time, even in the many 
years since Elizabeth Spelman’s landmark Inessential Woman (1988) argued that sexism 
and racism and other modes of oppression are not additive, but mutually shaping. In this 
instance, the “something more” that analyzing journalistic vignettes about queers and 
immigrants tells us is that debating queerness or immigration has less to do with the 
characteristics of queers and immigrants than it has to do with the conservative impulses 
of neoliberal empire.  Gradually, this knowledge will contribute to a fuller understanding 
of the power of popular journalism to erect a fragile national and moral perimeter in need 
of defense from the scandals of “others.” 

 
 

 
Notes 

 
1 I wish to thank two anonymous reviewers whose feedback was instrumental in nuancing 
my arguments to acknowledge the distinctions between these two cases and the diversity 
of reporting around them. 
 
2 This opposition has been framed mostly in terms of “gayness” and “homosexuality.” I 
use “gay” to describe Hubley because this is how he publicly self–identified. Otherwise, I 
prefer the broader term “queer” that allows us to hold in mind the myriad forms of sexuality 
that trouble the neat categories of much popular debate. 
 
3 It is worthwhile to note that when religion is defined by the ways in which people will 
use the term, it will inevitably accrue meanings that have equally to do with culture, race, 
and even personal idiosyncrasies. It is just as likely that people may call some of their own 
religiously derived sensibilities “common sense” or simply “morality,” especially where 
what is called “secular” is often religion domesticated. 
 
4 99% is a term used in the Occupy Wall Street Movement and its spin offs that refers to 
the majority of the world’s population who control only a tiny fraction of the world’s 
wealth. (See: http://occupywallst.org/). 
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